 seem to have a higher incidence of microchimerism ( 2 ) others. And small studies in 2009
and 2011 showed that mothers who have a low genetic risk of arthritis ( 3 ) go on to get the
condition are more likely to show microchimerism.

東大螢雪会

医学部英語 攻略演習
第 16 回

防衛医科大学校医学科編

東大螢雪会講師 尾関 茂、藤堂 嘉章

To investigate why this happens, Cruz and her colleagues analysed genes associated ( 4 )
arthritis in women with the condition and members of their family. They did the same for
healthy women who had given birth ( 5 ) least once, and unrelated men. In total, they looked
at 5000 people.
They found that women with arthritis were twice as likely to have given birth to children who
themselves had genes that put them at high risk of developing the condition. If the woman
carried no high-risk genes, the child would have inherited them from the father.
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マンツーマン指導で医学部に多くの合格者を輩出している「東大螢雪会」では，主要な医学

The pyramid of Cheops at Giza is ( 1 ) among the monuments of Egypt in several ways.

部の予想問題を作成しています。このコーナーでは，「東大螢雪会」の作成した予想問題を用

Not ( 2 ) is it the largest, best built, and ( 3 ) thoroughly surveyed of the pyramids, but it

いて，主要な医学部の英語を攻略するための演習を行います。毎号１校分の演習を行っていく

possesses several architectural features not found elsewhere.

予定です。

these are two shafts leading north and south out
2 of the King’s Chamber. Although the northern
2
shaft ( 4 ) an average angle with the horizontal of about 31 degrees and the southern ( 5 )
shaft ( 4 ) an average angle with the horizontal of about 31 degrees and the southern ( 5 )
an angle of 44.5 ( 6 ), the two shafts ( 7 ) nearly at the same height on the northern and
an angle of 44.5 ( 6 ), the two shafts ( 7 ) nearly at the same height on the northern and
southern faces.
southern faces.
The purpose of these shafts has not been determined, but ( 8 ) has frequently been held
The purpose of these shafts has not been determined, but ( 8 ) has frequently been held
that they were intended simply ( 9 ) ventilation, hence the name ‘air-shafts’. In ( 10 ),
that they were intended simply ( 9 ) ventilation, hence the name ‘air-shafts’. In ( 10 ),
however, of the profoundly religious character of the pyramids themselves for the Ancient
however, of the profoundly religious character of the pyramids themselves for the Ancient
Egyptians (B)it seems not unreasonable to look for some deeper meaning to the shafts.
Egyptians (B)it seems not unreasonable to look for some deeper meaning to the shafts.
ʲɬ
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今月号では，防衛医科大学校医学科の英語を攻略します！
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Read the article below and explain the relation between microchimerism

and rheumatoid arthritis in less than 45 words in English. Do not simply copy the

expressions in the text.
12

Fill in the following blanks ( 1 )̱( 5 ) with an appropriate English word.

Unborn babies can sow the seeds for rheumatoid arthritis in their mothers ― and their

(A)Among

the most obvious of

fathers might be to ( 1 ).
A pregnant woman exchanges cells with a fetus while it is in the womb. “For most women, the
fetal cells clear up shortly after they give birth,” says Giovanna Cruz, an epidemiologist at the
University of California at Berkeley. “But in a subset of women they actually persist for
decades.” In these women, the fetal cells are incorporated into their tissues, a process called
microchimerism.
Women who have autoimmune diseases  when the body’s immune system turns on itself
 seem to have a higher incidence of microchimerism ( 2 ) others. And small studies in 2009
and 2011 showed that mothers who have a low genetic risk of arthritis ( 3 ) go on to get the
condition are more likely to show microchimerism.
To investigate why this happens, Cruz and her colleagues analysed genes associated ( 4 )
arthritis in women with the condition and members of their family. They did the same for
healthy women
who number
had given2015
birth ( 5 ) least once, and unrelated men. In total, they looked
sixteenth
1
at 5000 people.
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Nothing hurts Americans more than chronic pain. It’s our single biggest health problem,
Nothing hurts Americans more than chronic pain. It’s our single biggest health problem,
affecting the lives of 100 million adults  more than heart disease, cancer, and diabetes
affecting the lives of 100 million adults  more than heart disease, cancer, and diabetes
combined. And that figure, from a 2011 Institute of Medicine report, doesn’t even count kids in
combined. And that figure, from a 2011 Institute of Medicine report, doesn’t even count kids in
pain, veterans with devastating war injuries, or people in nursing homes.
pain, veterans with devastating war injuries, or people in nursing homes.
(1) The magnitude of these findings extends beyond the science. Many patients with chronic
(1) The magnitude of these findings extends beyond the science. Many patients with chronic
pain are mistakenly viewed by clinicians and society at large as drug seekers or hypochondriacs.
pain are mistakenly viewed by clinicians and society at large as drug seekers or hypochondriacs.
Without a blood test or biomarkers for pain, they fight skeptics and suffer through
Without a blood test or biomarkers for pain, they fight skeptics and suffer through
trial-and-error treatments. This visible validation that patients’ pain is real will go a long way
trial-and-error treatments. This visible validation that patients’ pain is real will go a long way
to ease the stigma.
to ease the stigma.
医学部攻略の学習指導 ●【英語】東大螢雪会
2
(2) The new method produced dramatic images showing how glial cells  which are derived
(2) The new method produced dramatic images showing how glial cells  which are derived
from the immune system but live in the nervous system  get activated in chronic-pain

pain, veterans with devastating war injuries, or people in nursing homes.

In 1999, a scientist from New Zealand, James Flynn, conducted research that found that IQ

(1) The magnitude of these findings extends beyond the science. Many patients with chronic

scores appeared to be slowly increasing worldwide at a rate of about three IQ points per decade.

pain are mistakenly viewed by clinicians and society at large as drug seekers or hypochondriacs.

This phenomenon became known as

Without a blood test or biomarkers for pain, they fight skeptics and suffer through

various factors, including improved nutrition, the trend toward smaller families, and improved

trial-and-error treatments. This visible validation that patients’ pain is real will go a long way

literacy and education. As a result of this effect, IQ tests need to be renormalized periodically in

to ease the stigma.

order to obtain accurate mean scores. It also means that IQ scores measured in different

(2) The new method produced dramatic images showing how glial cells  which are derived

decades must be adjusted before they can be accurately compared.

(1)the

Flynn Effect. It has been explained as the result of

from the immune system but live in the nervous system  get activated in chronic-pain

Over the decades, IQ has been the subject of considerable controversy. Some educators claim

patients, ramping up the transmission of pain signals to the brain. “Over the past few years,

IQ is a social construct that is biased toward individuals from certain ethnic and income

we’ve seen this in animal studies,” says Marco Loggia, who led the MGH team. “But this is the

backgrounds, while others maintain that IQ scores are an accurate reflection of ability. The

first time we have proof that it works the same way in humans, and it’s a big step forward.”

former argument points to test score gaps between black and white students, which it explains

(3) The good news, finally, is that scientists from Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) in

as resulting from cultural factors, such as difference in emphasis on education in the home. The

Boston have unveiled a new brain-scanning method that allows doctors to see chronic pain in

other side of the argument holds that any gaps are the result of hereditary differences in

exquisite detail for the first time. The technique, a merger of PET (positron emission

intelligence. This debate has been referred to as the nature-nurture controversy. (2)The fact that

tomography) and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging), clearly identifies that a patient is hurting,

test gaps were found to narrow toward the end of the twentieth century is viewed as evidence of

and offers a significantly better way to diagnose chronic pain. In trials, patients’ scans lit up in

the nurture hypothesis.

brain areas corresponding to where in the body they ached.
(4) But it’s only a start. Now that we can see the activation of chronic pain, pharmaceutical

41
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companies should be aggressive with clinical trials
3 to pursue new and novel treatments. “Pain
3
can be reversed,” says Loggia. “In five to 10 years, we could potentially have a pill to do just
can be reversed,” says Loggia. “In five to 10 years, we could potentially have a pill to do just
that.”
that.”
(5) Yet despite the fact that chronic pain is the primary reason Americans receive disability
(5) Yet despite the fact that chronic pain is the primary reason Americans receive disability
benefits, it’s one of the least understood afflictions. Medical schools teach doctors almost nothing
benefits, it’s one of the least understood afflictions. Medical schools teach doctors almost nothing
about it, spending a median of nine hours on the topic over four years. The federal government
about it, spending a median of nine hours on the topic over four years. The federal government
puts absurdly few dollars toward research: $4 a year for every person in pain versus $2,562 for
puts absurdly few dollars toward research: $4 a year for every person in pain versus $2,562 for
every person with HIV/AIDS. One big reason for the lack of resources is that there’s no objective
every person with HIV/AIDS. One big reason for the lack of resources is that there’s no objective
way to confirm that pain exists.
way to confirm that pain exists.
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Sensory awareness and learning start in the womb, which the recently reinvigorated

̟

study of fetal perception has made clearer than ever. A"#ƶ_¢ʥʆƶDơÞ4
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Newborns are hardly blank slates devoid of knowledge and experience, contrary to historical
notions about the infant mind. In the past few years lifelike images and videos created by 3-D
and 4-D ultrasound have revealed much more about physiology and behavior than the blurry

̞
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Intelligence is the quality of mind that includes capacities such as reasoning, planning,
Intelligence is the quality of mind that includes capacities such as reasoning, planning,
solving problems, learning languages, and thinking abstractly. The term “smart” is used
solving problems, learning languages, and thinking abstractly. The term “smart” is used
colloquially to refer to intelligence. Psychometric tests have been developed in an effort to better
colloquially to refer to intelligence. Psychometric tests have been developed in an effort to better
understand and identify differences in intelligence. These tests provide an intelligence quotient,
understand and identify differences in intelligence. These tests provide an intelligence quotient,
or IQ, score.
or IQ, score.
In 1999, a scientist from New Zealand, James Flynn, conducted research that found that IQ
In 1999, a scientist from New Zealand, James Flynn, conducted research that found that IQ
scores appeared to be slowly increasing worldwide at a rate of about three IQ points per decade.
scores appeared to be slowly increasing worldwide at a rate of about three IQ points per decade.
This phenomenon became known as (1)the Flynn Effect. It has been explained as the result of
This phenomenon became known as (1)the Flynn Effect. It has been explained as the result of
various factors, including improved nutrition, the trend toward smaller families, and improved
various factors, including improved nutrition, the trend toward smaller families, and improved
literacy and education. As a result of this effect, IQ tests need to be renormalized periodically in
literacy and education. As a result of this effect, IQ tests need to be renormalized periodically in
order to obtain accurate mean scores. It also means that IQ scores measured in different
order to obtain
accurate
mean
scores. It also means that IQ scores measured in different
sixteenth
number
2015
3
decades must be adjusted before they can be accurately compared.
decades must be adjusted before they can be accurately compared.
Over the decades, IQ has been the subject of considerable controversy. Some educators claim

2-D silhouettes of typical ultrasound. And noninvasive devices can now measure electrical
activity in the developing brain of a fetus or newborn. Recent insights obtained from such tools
provide a rich portrait of how a fetus uses its budding brain and senses to learn about itself and
the outside world well before birth. Such research has improved care for preterm babies,
suggesting the benefits of dim lights, familiar and quiet voices, and lots of comforting skin
contact between mother and child.
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Moving silently through the air isn’t just for birds. Wind turbines inspired by the stealthy
flight of owls could generate more energy than existing ones, without annoying those who live
nearby.
(A)Turbines

医学部攻略の学習指導 ●【英語】東大螢雪会
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create emissions-free electricity by using the wind to turn propeller-like blades

contact between mother and child.
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flight of owls could generate more energy than existing ones, without annoying those who live
nearby.
create emissions-free electricity by using the wind to turn propeller-like blades

Now Nigel Peake of the University of Cambridge and his colleagues have turned to owls 
famously silent predators thanks to sound-dampening wings  for inspiration. Evenly spaced
building up and producing noise. “These features are absolutely unique to owls,” says Peake.
of the surface of the blades. When the team tested the wings in a wind tunnel, they found that
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noise reduction worked best when the fins were spaced 1 millimetre apart across the blades.
The best performing fins cut noise by a factor of 10.
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turbines are artificially braked so they won’t make too much noise. With this

technology, turbines could run faster without getting louder.
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AòƹE have …_=C+˜ɟ˥é'C"

'![82?̘8\FȌʞDʿ¸'![E&

X<?̘ɇƔDF˜ɟ˥é'Þ[

U2\C"

̱_̜ƶD˧ɫ4[Ɋ̛ƶ@F

äŏAʒȔ
µ¢EȈDȟƌ4[

A is to blameA FʿTY\[N(:_

ɿéEʒȔöDʚĒ<9äŏ_ɲ$[

ßʨ

@([:,ʆʲ@ɲ$[

Ɔ"=*ȧǱEȄA2?̘ȌʞDFǭʞE

ƌĚƶɺ&Y0YDɠ[ɇƔEòƹF

ĿŁ¨EľƇF̘ɷÝ'łŌäD"[˯̘ɷ

äŏFɠZˏ`@ăɗǁƄD

˰ɐdxEʿ¸'![A"$[blame

˰ɐȇD="?E¿"ˤ»Ȯsk
̘Źƹ

ÝAɚɸ_®Ʃ2?"[OA`BEľƇE

ʦġǑ·&Y̘ǏƶEʒȔ_8EQQí

'ǩʡ

F8EȧǱ̕the condition̖_ŹDȫȨ4

ĳĒ̘ɷÝEɚɸFèȘŹ4+DǾ$?2Q"

[
¦ɳFȶȲ2?"[X<?̘òŹ

Q4AgfaĺņkǙEȤ

E˘ƥ˰È_ʒ2̘ĎAĎU=C+.A

ņɳ̘Giovanna Cruz Fʢ#2&2̘˥

'@([Ɍ¾ƥɤʫ_ɲ$[but 'ǩʡ

EľƇD%"?F̘ɚɸFŊDƴĀťUǫ[.

ș4[.AF@(C"'̘ʡɍƶEəǐA2
?Fș"[.A'@([Q9̘i~
VitF8EQQíș4[
12

(2)
ɇƔEòƹDFǮˎɘ higher '!Z̘ɇ
Ɣ_ėSƶF̤ǮˎǠƶ̦AC<?"[
ǮˎőǮ@Fµ¢EȈ_ȹʰ4[

ʦġEǑ·_ȹʰ2X#

 Ǯˎőʽ̢ÂAÂ'

 ɇƔ_ʕÙ6X
 ˢêCʆʲ̛ʲ
̕an … English word̖

 Ǯˎİȅ̢B#"#Ȉ@
 ɟ  ʷ̢ē3&ˠ#&

̤ɇƔʲʕÙġ̦̈ʆʲEăʲ̛ʲ
_ȹʰˣƛɴʲɬFC"E@̘ɿé@ɲ

7

EȫȗȒȆ0̕high̖
D="?

sixteenth number

2015

Ǯˎİȅ̖̕F̘ckit

(4)

A'![E@4.#"<9ľƇEĳĒ̘ɷ
Q5ƶǸʲǸ_ɲ$[ɇƔEòƹ

associated &Y̘associated with AA D˰
˜2?_Ɔ"=*

ÝEɚɸFɝɪäDĊZˏQ\['̘.\F
ckitAěG\[˞ɂ@![
ɿşÜȤȦƈÁEÜȤqs{'ɿéɿ

ƌĚƶɺUȹʰɇƔ_ėSƶF̘Cruz

ˉ_ưƬ4[UE:'_Ɵ=ľƇF̘8#

EȸɆEǟʙ8EȸɆE{FɇƔòƹ

@C"¯XZUckit_ȫȔ4[
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8

ďɹƇ'̑"X#:Q9 2009 ťA 2011 ťE

8

Adrian Gilbert

largest ̘ best built 8 2 ? ɇ Ɣ Ȱ Ź E

ŕʛǣCȸɆDXZ̘˰ɐȇDC[ˤ»Ȯs

ʦġʡʴ

thoroughly surveyed _=C"@"[ɇƔ

kF¿"'8EŹ˰ɐȇDC[ǭʞF̘XZ

(1)̱(10)

òƹE̜=FǊ¡ɘ̕largest, best̖_ė`

ckit_Ȼ4ďɹƇ'̑".A'Ȼ

ɇƔF̛ƶ@ɲ$X#

@"[E@̘ɇƔŹƹUǊ¡ɘ'Ɓʙmost

0\9

̤ɇƔʲʕÙġ̦̈@F̘Q5ɇƔ_ėS̛

.E.A'C7˃.[E&_ʶN[9TD̘

ƶ_ɲ$9#$@̘ƶǸʲǸ%XJƌĚƶ

Cruz AēÖF˰ɐȇEľƇA8EŎƻǠƒĞ

ɺE¦̀&YʲɬD![đʲ_ɠ<?"*

Dő2?˰ɐȇD˰˜E![ˤ»ł_éǔ29

(1)

X#D4[

E´șʲAC[ one _ˣL
̤őǮȳȠǠƶ̦
̜=EőǮ˰È_ėS̜=EɐE#;̜
ȡȯEɐ¨E̮̗̖̕_ȳȠ2?̜
=EőǮ˰È_ǁȹD29UE
Some people live in big cities, others in

(4)
ƶǸʲǸ_ȹʰ4[ɇƔE![˥éF

ƶǸʲǸ_ȹʰ4[ɇƔEȰò' is̘

ŸľYFQ9̘ēǡEʶǗ_ŖC*AUūF

_Þ\?Ǌ¡ɘ̕most thoroughly̖AC[

9

Although ɐD![ż¾ƥɤʫɐ@![E

rural areas.
 ̕ĺ˦ŠDÀS¯U"\G̘ȚʁDÀS¯U

èȘ29.AE![ÐŭCľƇA̘̕ȱD̖

ȰŹ' among the monuments …̕òɫʫĎ̖


@Ňƒ29ƶį'.C,\GCYC"X<

ʍɨ˰ÈEC"ȜƇDUŊƺ29ŸľY'ʶ

ʲɬD![đʲEĝʫUɲ$[A̘ɇƔDF

?̘ɇƔDF V AC[ûʫ'Þ[ʲɬ@F

  ̜=EőǮ˰È

Ǘ29EFɥʣ 5000 ¯DEP<9

ʕʲ̩̖̕D*[Ĕʫ´Ĕʫŵŏʫ̘Q

open̘makes̘view 'ÎʕAC['̘©ʲ

    Some people  others

9FÊ̍ʲ̪̖̕DC[óʫ'Þ[

̕S̖' the northern shaft @![.A&Y

ŸľY'ȫʚ29EF̘˰ɐȇEľƇFɿé
D˰ɐȇ_ȫȔ06[sk_̑T[ˤ»ł_

ăȔE S 'Ɓʙmakes _ˣL

ƌĚƶɺ@ɠ[ɇƔE![ƶE©ʲF

"[̖

in big cities  in rural areas
  .\YEőǮ_ǁȹD4[9T others

make an angleʠū_C4ACZ̘ƌ

  y ~ ̕ The

live in rural areas E live _ȳȠ

ɿYƟ=łBU_Ș`:ȹȒ'̜Ì̑"A"#

jpD![kȓE

.A@!<9ľƇ'skȆ"ˤ»ł_Ɵ

pyramid of Cheops at Giza̖

.E y

<?"C&<9E@!\G̘łBUFȌʞ&Y

~F̘
²@FʚY\C""*=&EŮɑ¡E

8Eˤ»ł_ċ,ɣ"@"9ďɹƇ'![

Ȏ ž ̕ several architectural features not

ƶǸʲǸ_ȹʰ̜=EɇƔF Although

ƶ̆&YŀQ[ Although ɐE©ɐAC<?

found eleswhere̖

̕ȰŹEɊ̜ƶŹā̖_Ɵ

ɐE¨D![.EɐEǠ˛F̤őǮȳȠǠ

"[©ɐ̥̕Ňƒ29ƶį_ėS̖_=*

=X<?̘uniqueȐȎ@̉'C*?

ƶ̦AC<?"[

[9TDɇƔDF V AC[ûʫ'Þ[Q9

̜

unique

(2)

only

(3)

most

(4)

makes

(5)

one

(6)

degrees

(7)

open

(8)

it

(9)

for

(10)

view

(A) .\YE#;ǊU˸Ɉ<?"[UE
EIA=D̘ȓE˯&YþAĂD˙3[

the northern shaft (makes) an average

(B) 8EɩĮDÂY&EXZȀ"ƌĚ_
ǳT[.AF̘£Ēȕ@![AF"$C
"X#:

èã
The Orion Mystery: Robert Bauval, and

sixteenth number

2015

ɇƔEŹDȯȮʲ'C".A&Yɿûʫ'Þ
[ʲɬ_ʚ[A̘ûʫEÎʕA2? open̘

ƶǸʲǸ_ȹʰɇƔEȰòD Notɇ

degrees and the southern ( 5 ) (makes)

makes̘
view '!['̘
©ʲ' the two shafts

ƔEȰŹF̘is it the largest AÍɫǠƶDC

an angle (with the horizontal) of 44.5

@![E@ ăȔE S '![ makes F˵ĸ

<?"[0YDɇƔ(3)EŹƹD but '![

( 6 )

.A&Y̘not only A but (also) BA ERC
Y5 B U_Ɔ"=*A̘B AUDɐ@&
= not only 'ƶ̆D*[ĳĒ̘ not only̕Ė
ŉĎ̖'&&[ɐ A FÍɫ̕ȣġƶEʲ̖̄
ǠƶDC[only 'ǩʡ

̜=EɩĮ'![

ƶǸʲǸ&Yɲ$[ɇƔ_ėSɐF̘

angle with the horizontal of about 31

(2)

(1)

(7)

(5)(6)

_ˣL

ʡɍ

9

ĚU˙[

open A view F̘ƌĚƶɺ@ɠ[ɿû

=QZ̘
 

the northern shaft
    the southern ( 5 )
31 degrees  44.5 ( 6 )
E̜=EőǮ˰È_ǁȹD4[9TD̘ő

Ǯ A ˰ È E C " ˥ é ̕ makes, with the

(3)
ƶǸʲǸ_ȹʰɇƔ_ėSƶFÍɫǠ

horizontal̖_ȳȠ2?"[

ʫE view F{ǂȝɌ_ʚ[Eƌ
²ƹ̘ɿûʫE open F˙3?"[̀2
?"[
ɇƔD open _Þ\[A©ɐ˥éF
̜=EɩĮF̘OPē3̑0@þ̀%XJ
ẰD˙3?"[ACZ̘ƌĚ'˙[open
'ǩʡ
(8)

ƶAC<?"[̕(2)_ĆȊ̖ ɇƔȰòE

.EőǮ˰È_ƕ'&ZD4[A̘ɇƔ(6)

ƶǸʲǸ_ȹʰ4[ɇƔ_ėSɐ̕Ȱ

and DX[á˙˰ÈF̘òƹE is EŹD*[

DF degrees 'Þ[Q9̘ē3X#Dɲ$

òE but µ˲̖F has … been held that ɐA

ŵŏʫ̕ʕʲ̖VċûƎE˥@![˞ąé

[AɇƔ(5)DF shaft '*[F5:'̘ʲɬ

C<?"[ɇƔDF̘.EċûƶE©ʲ'

ʫ_ƕ'&ZD2?ɲ$[and F̘the

DFC"8.@̘ shaft̕ăƴďɏĔʫ̖

Þ[hold Eƶį@ that ɐ_A[UEF̘
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hold that ɐ̭̮̫̖̕
…4[AƆ#
.E

10

ċûƶ That ɐ is held…4[AƆ^\?"
[_̤ŵů©ʲǠƶ̦D4[A̘that ɐ'
ŹDɁû2 it is held that ɐA"#ŵDC[
X<?̘ɇƔDF it 'Þ[
(9)
ƶǸʲǸ&Yɲ$[A̘̤A is intended
for B̢
A F B E9TEUE:̦'ų?F

11
49TDF̘Q5ʵS.A'Ɓʙ:
ƶ&YʲĎM
ʵSA(F̘ƶǠ˛UʲĎU

̕several architectural features not found

5ƶßÁ_ɲ$9#$@̘ǦDɚ&Cʲ

ȹD˚*Ä".C4ƙʐ'ƁʙAC[̖̕

elsewhere̖
_Ơ4

Ď_ǝʤ2?"*AX"

(A) Among the most obvious of these

ƶǠ˛̥ƶį̗Ê̍ʓÊ̍˰È
ƶǠ˛AF̘ƶ¨D![ʲĎɐȱ
%XJÊ̍ʓÊ̍˰È̪̖̕
E.A@!
[

ƶǸʲǸ&Y̘in view of AA _ɲƑ

.EƶǠ˛'ăɗCUECYGġ̈FC

2?A &Yɲ$?_Ɔ"=*view _ˣ

"2&2̘Þʬ@©Dè̈0\[EF̘µ

L

¢EX#CȎǪʗ˻ÅĸȮCƶǠ˛@!

(A)(B)

[
 ȎǪǠƶ
 ɈÁǠ˛

̤Ĝʨġ̈¢ɦ˥ġ̦̈

 á˙˰ÈēǜơÞȳȠÍɫ

̤¢ɦ˥ġ̦̈EʡǸ
 ¢ɦ˥Fɚ&*éǔ2X#
 ¢ɦF̛ƶDŰ(Ȱ8#
 lQ9FƶɉßÁMʜ˪_
Ŧ-X#

F̘ŵů©ʲǠƶ̘krEàů

8E¢ɦ˥FƶɉE¨D¾ɫ>,Y\?"[
29'<?̘¢ɦ˥:,_ʚ[E@FC*̘

F̘ʗƴEƶįȅƶį'̘ɈÁȮ̕˩
ʫȣġʫȅûʫ'8EǠ˛_ʡ*gjA
C[
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sixteenth number
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[̜=EɩĮ'![̖
ƶǠ˛_ʵS

ʵRʡ*9TEƕǬ
 ƶǸʲǸǠƶȋʲƐșʒȔ
 ƌĚƶɺ
ʆʲEņɯ'44`@"C"ɳF̘ƌ

ƶɉßÁMʜ˪_Ŧ-X#
shaft
shaft EȯȮ'ǁȹ@C"̬̜̕Ɋ̛ƶ̖
µ¡̘
ƩǱĮ
˙ǱĮɌEʨèF£ď
ăDɩĮA4[
ȫ ř
̤Among A̗be̗Ș
S̗be̗among A EÍɫŵ

a̖Among the most obvious of these are two

A EIA=D̯¯D¨D̰

shafts (leading …)

S '![

̤Among A is Ș
ÍɫǠƶ
c̖leading north and south out of the King’s
Chamber
leading … Chamber̕ȔīéʫĎŵŏ
ʫȮ̪̖' two shafts _Ê̍

shafts (leading …)
̤Among A is S̢
A EIA=D S '!
[̣A EIA=F S @![̦
.\YE#;ǊU˸Ɉ<?"[U

F̘ƶįEŵƎV̄Ũ_Ŝ4UE@̘
Dų9[UE

ʵS.AAʨ4.AFȢC[ʨ

EIA=D̘ȓE˯&YþAĂD˙3

a̖Among the most obvious of these are two

Q9FƶɉßÁDʜ˪_Ŧ-9#$@̖̘̕

ʵSAʨ4FȢC[

̕.\YE#;ǊU˸Ɉ<?"[UE

2?̉įý29UE

ǏǒEƶį_ĄðA4\G̘8EÅĸ

RĊYC*?FCYC"̖̕

out of the King’s Chamber.

ʨ 4

¢ɦ˥_ėS̛ƶ̖̘̕0YDl
ƌĚVƶɺ_ȹʰ2C'Y¢ɦ˥Eäŏ_ʵ

are two shafts leading north and south

Ɍ̘ȎžȮCƶǠ˛EUE_ǠƶA

śȮ̖D˩C[ƶǠ˛@̘ż¾ƥɤʫ˰È

ǏġF̤Ĝʨġ̈¢ɦ˥ġ̦̈:'̘

¢ɦ˥D![ these F̘
ȰòEƶD![
²

äŏ_üƕD÷ŝ2?2Q#U;]`̘8
ȎǪǠƶ_sv29#$@̘.\Y_ǩ

FC"

EĽȀ"ňƳȮƇǜ&Yɲ$?


lßÁMʜ˪_Ŧ-X#

ēǃDAY$?"*'̘ʨ4A(F̘Q

E˰È̘=QZƶį̭̮̫̩̖̕


ƌĚƶɺUȹʰ
 y~8\ɿˉ

ăʲ_ˢųD=C-?̘ƶɺDĒ#X#Dƶ

DFʚY\C""*=&EŮɑ¡EȎž

DƩǱE9TDș"Y\?"9ACZġ̈
(10)

King’s chamber̢
ȓE˯

\@FŽȈFUY$C"ʲŴ̘ƶǸʲǸ̘

Q[for _ˣL
ƌĚƶɺ¡U̘8\Y̥̕ɩĮ̖Fă

Ěƶɺ̖̕ḊZ';:ƌĚE^&[

A EIA=̯¯̰F S @![


Among those present at the party

was Ken.
̕{bEèŢɳE¯Dm'"
9̖
(B) it seems not unreasonable to look
for some deeper meaning to the shafts
̕8EɩĮDÂY&EXZȀ"ƌĚ_
ǳT[.AF̘£Ēȕ@![AF"$C
"X#:
̖

EEIA=D…˙3[̜=EɩĮ

ƶǠ˛_ʵS

'![

a̖it seems not unreasonable to look for …

c̖leading north and south out of the King’s

̤ŵů©ʲǠƶ̦̤seem to do̦
 . . @ F it seems not (to be)

Chamber

unreasonable to look for …E to be

̤lead̗ĳƔ̢̪
̪D˙3[̦
ȓE˯&YþAĂD˙3[
ʲ Ď
shaft ̢
ɩĮ

_ȳȠ2?"[
c̖to look for some deeper meaning to the
shafts
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13
  ̢
…4[X#:

£ŉʫĎĔʫȮșǸ
̤ŵů©ʲǠƶ̦D%,[ȴ©ʲ
ʨ 4

ßʨ

…_Ƥ4̯ǳT[̰.AF£Ēȕ@F
C"X#DƆ^\[̯C"X#:̰

c̖to look for some deeper meaning to the

ȵȯ

EˤˇE¨@U"*=&EȈD%"?ȎžȮ@

ƸƊĲ&ƾƊĲ&̧

![ y~E¨@UǊĺ@̘ŮɑA2?

ƶɺ_ȹʰ

ǊUØ\̘ǊUſũȮDʶǗ0\?"[A"#
:,@C*̘²@FʚY\C""*=&EŮɑ

µ¢EđlEɊ̛ƶAǊɜƶDȵ

ȮȎž_ǋ2?"[8E¨@UǊU˸Ɉ<?

ȯ

8EɩĮD̯E9TDDő2?̰Â

"[E'̘ȓE˯&YþAĂD=C'[̜ǏE

 ƵŨEőʽAC[đl

Y&EXZȀ"ƌĚ_Ƥ4̯ǳT[̰.

ɩĮ@![þEɩĮFǲŤ̀&YŤĬɖ 31

 ƵŨEőʽAC[l'Þ[˥é

A

ū̘ĂEɩĮF 44.5 ūEʠū_C2?"['̘

shafts

ʲ Ď

.E̜=EɩĮF y~Eþ̀AẰEO

unreasonable ̢
£Ēȕ@£ų@

Pē3̑0@Č_ˮ,?"[

some̢
ÂY&E![

.\YEɩĮEȯȮFȹŉ0\?"C"'̘

ȫ ř

ăDƩǱE9T@![A0\?(9.AUĹ*̘
8\W$ĔɀU˙ǱŃ@![2&2̘č

̤It seems …̦
 Ǆ˙E¯ɀ´Ĕʫ it8\F…
 ĻÎɌE it

ƸƊĲ&ƾƊĲ&̧
ƶɉlE¨@FƸƊĲ'ƾƊ
ĲDÚʏ4[̕˘Du{sE¨@FƾƊ
Ĳ&YƸƊĲMǽ\[̖
ƶɺ_ȹʰ

´er}¯DA<? y~ɿÁEƟ=Ȁ

̖=C'ZEʒȔƙǸ_ȹʰ

ˡCňƳȮƇǜ_ɲƑ4\G̘ɩĮDÂY&E

òŹE˰È_ʒ4ʒȔ
ƥɤʒȔȱ˰ʒȔ
òE˥éEäŏEʢ"Ʃ$ʒȔ
   

 
 Ǆ˙E¯ɀ´Ĕʫ it
It seems to do …̚It seems like
…

ʡɍ
(5)  (3)  (2)  (1)  (4)

 ĻÎɌE it

 

It seems to rain̚It seems (to be)
rainy̚It seems like rain
 ŵů©ʲǠƶ

ʦġʡʴ
ʦġEǑ·_ȹʰ2X#

̢
…4[.AF A @![X#:̣…4[
.AF do 0\[X#:
It seems (to be)̗ŵŏʫĎAĔ
ʫ  Ď A ̗ that ɐ /to do … ̚ It
seems to be done̗that ɐ/to do …
 It seems that ɐ

̤lƵŨġ̦̬̜̱̠̈D*[

̛̬
lEɊ̛ƶAǊɜƶDȵȯ
 Ɋ̛ƶEäŏ
ɒĪ¯_ǊUƉQ4ƏƇȥȩ
 ǊɜƶEäŏ
ɢʣÏXZUŊ˸F0YDĹ"
̬(1)
lEɊ̛ƶAǊɜƶDȵȯ
 Ɋ̛ƶEäŏ
ȫʚäŏE˩ʙƇFȿņEǖ_˅$
[
 ǊɜƶEäŏ
ȥȩEŅī_ȯDʚ$[ŵ@Ɉʪ4
[.AFƈɳE£Ĕʯ_Ɨƞ4[ED
ŷɈ=:]#
ƸƊĲ&ƾƊĲ&̧
 these findings̕Ɋ̛ƶ̖
these FĄðA2?Ȱò_Ơ4̕ƠȻ
ʲ ̖
these findings FƾƊĲ

 ̥ēƌʒȔâÁÅǮĤ

ȰòlEŹā̕or Ǌɜ
ƶ̖D findings Eäŏ'![̕ ̖

òE˥éEäŏVʒȔD˰˜4[ʒ
̖ƊĲEǽ\_ȹʰ
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"?đǝʤ2X#

éˉʒȔ

Ȕ

èã

̢
…4[X#:

´șʒȔƠȻʲ

òE˥éAēʒȔ or 8EéˉʒȔ

̝

̢
8\F…4[X#:

sixteenth number
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Such research has improved care for
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c ̖ using the wind to turn propeller-like
blades around a rotor
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Wind turbines with owl wings can
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create

emissions-free

electricity by using the wind to turn
propeller-like blades around a rotor.
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a̖Turbines create emissions-free electricity
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turbines

are

artificially

braked so they won’t make too much
noise.
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brake A Eċûƶ

1.

̤A is braked̦

He worked harder so that he could
pass the exam.
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We paid him immediately, so that he
left contented.

望校の医学部に合格されることを祈っております。
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com）（PC・携帯）からお問い合わせください。
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ゼントしています。ご希望の方は，
「東大螢雪会」
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「東大螢雪会」では，本誌をご覧の方々の学力アップのために，
主要な私立大学医学部の予想問題を無料でプレ

Ȕī̘myrĺņE Nigel Peake A8
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が、今回のもので全 16 回分が終了となります。こ
のコーナーでの学習がきっかけとなり、皆様が志
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̤A is braked̦

学医学部を中心として連載させていただきました
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いただき、有り難うございました。旧設の私立大
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これまで「医学部英語 攻略演習」にお付き合い
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